
First Light
Do you enjoy sitting around a fire? I've spent time doing so with a variety of folks--
family, friends, brethren, hunters, campers... When I'm beside a fire I often mourn
the loss of others who used to be there and I'm thankful for the lessons they
taught me that live on. I recall friends from another time in my life. I remember
hunts from long ago and dogs who are no longer here. I remember camping with
Laura when we were newly married and had nowhere we had to be, no money,
and no Matthew. We're thankful to live on a place where we can routinely have
fires. Sitting around the glowing embers these days with my wife and son, I thank
God for their presence in my life. It's also been a blessing to enjoy time around a
fire with members of our church and specifically our Bible class. We want to do
more of that. 

I've been thinking a lot about those kinds of shared times. Pandemics bring much
turmoil but one benefit seems to be improved perspective. I know and love a
young man who just might enjoy a good fire more than I do. A mentor who loves
him deeply has been setting aside time and space for them to be around fires
together for all of his life. It has taken a lot of effort for her to provide that
environment and to keep doing so repeatedly over the years but she keeps doing
it. Like so many other things, it's not the fire or the campsite, it's the love. It is the
loyalty, the devotion, the listening ear, the wise counsel, the safe space, and the
truth that make these moments precious. Sounds like our heavenly father doesn't
it? I've also spent time in front of a fire alone- praying, lamenting, hoping, and
dreaming. Where are those places of reflection for you? Do you have them? If you
don't, I pray that you soon will. 

May we commit ourselves to ensure that we spend more time together in such
spaces. If we doubted it or didn't know before, are we not all now certain of the
necessity of such fellowship? I'm ashamed to admit how many evenings I've spent
without a fire and without friends that could've been deeply enriched by both.
Make the call. Answer the call. Send the message. Respond to the text. When we
are past this trying time of distance, don't say maybe next time, say yes! Don't
convince yourself they won't come, go ahead and ask. Correct the calendar so it
allows for such. Time is short, love is strong. Let us sit around the fire together
speaking and thinking of, as a favorite song of mine says, "poems, prayers, and
promises...things that we believe in....how sweet it is to love someone...how right it
is to care."
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